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that it was impossible to conceal the truth, the power of moral
resistance to despair disintegrated at an alarming and increasing
pace. It was admitted that, if an armistice were delayed much
longer, there would be no alternative but surrender in the field,
The west still held out, but there were now open, unfillable
breaches in the south and the south-east, and almost chaos in
the east. The fighting line, thin to the point of emaciation, main-
tained the terrible moral of utter despair; it had come to the
point where all that remained for it was to die where it stood,
But behind the fighting line the great army was melting away.
Discipline had gone, and orders were no longer obeyed. The
revolutionaries, backed by an ever-increasing force of popular
despair., grew ever bolder, and under that impetus the revolutionary
leadership consolidated. To it the parliamentary regime was not
the end of the struggle., but the beginning of the end. The au-
tocracy had gone; Germany had entered what was called in the
jargon of the day "the Kcrensky period1'; a little longer and it
too would yield inevitably to the Socialist revolution. Then, wit hout
any particular warning, revolution was upon the nation.
There was a mutiny in the fleet; the mutiny was incompetently
handled by the high command; the mutineers became first
heroes, and then agents of the revolutionary party. Like a forest-
fire the infection spread. Except in the line the army collapsed;
thanks to the long propaganda of the Independents and the
Spartacists the movement everywhere adopted Russian forms;
everywhere there sprang up self-constituted workers" and
soldiers5 councils; nowhere was there any resistance. Then on
November 7 there came the revolutionary act. In Munich the
Independent Socialist, Kurt Eisner, a Jewish journalist, a
revolutionary of the old-fashioned idealist school* no Lenin
indeed, but a man of singularly simple and attractive personality,
proclaimed the Republic in the Bavarian capital and found not
a single soul to resist him. This is the decisive act of the German
revolution, not the Kiel mutiny. By it an entirely new situation
faced the regime.
Up to then the parliamentary cabinet, busied with the notes
and counternotes of the armistice negotiations^ had believed

